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We have all been there. Nearly everyone has

spent a night tossing and turning  unable to

fall asleep because of someone else's

painfully loud snoring. Or you are on the

other side of the equation and you have to

hear all morning long about how loud your

snoring was last night. Let's face it. Whether

you are a snorer or the partner of a snorer, it's

a problem. This problem goes beyond

wanting to make your husband sleep on the

couch or nobody wanting to share a hotel

room with you on a girls trip. 

 

Snoring is linked to an more serious sleep

disorder called sleep apnea. Sleep apnea may

not sound that scary but it has a very serious

impact on those that have it. While sleeping,

the tissue in the throat becomes relaxed and

expands. This causes the airway in the throat

to narrow making it more difficult for air to

pass through. Snoring isn't the only downside

of sleep apnea. During the night, the struggle

for adequate amounts of oxygen causes the

sleeper to wake up multiple times per hour

to gasp for air. Constantly waking up, disrupts

the REM Cycle resulting in poor sleep and an

oxygen deprived body. Without proper sleep,

it is hard to maintain energy and focus

throughout the day. If untreated, sleep apnea

leads to many different health issues like

stroke, heart attack, other cardiovascular

complications, and even death. 

T H E  P R O B L E M

Snoring doesn't always mean you have sleep

apnea but it is a pretty good indication. A study

found that 70% of all snoring cases involve

sleep apnea meaning that 7 out of 10 snorers

have sleep apnea. 

 

If you have recently been diagnosed with sleep

apnea, you may find it comforting to know you

are not alone. This disorder is not rare. Over 100

million people suffer from sleep apnea

worldwide and an estimated 22 million live in

the United States. Approximately one in twelve

Americans suffer from sleep apnea.  

F A C T S  &

S T A T I S T I C S

The health complications that come with

sleep apnea are nothing to scoff at.

Obstructive sleep apnea increases the risk of

heart failure by 140%, stroke by 60%, and

coronary heart disease by 30%. Sleep apnea is

also linked to diseases involving cognitive

impairment such as Alzheimer's, dementia,

and memory loss. 

 

There is also a link between obstructive sleep

apnea and Diabetes. Up to 83% of Type 2

Diabetes patients have sleep apnea. 

 

 



MYTHS
BUSTED

#1 SNORING IS
HARMLESS
Many think snoring is annoying but
ultimately harmless. This is not true.
Snoring is a key indicator of sleep
apnea. In fact, 70% of snoring cases
are linked to sleep apnea. This
means that seven out of ten snorers
have sleep apnea. This disorder, if
untreated, can lead to a variety of
health complications such as stroke,
cardiovascular issues, and heart
attack. Not to mention, those with
sleep apnea wake up multiple times
in the night because they can’t
breathe. This results in poor sleep
and performance during the day.

#2 ONLY MEN
SNORE
While men are more likely to snore
due to anatomical and physiological
reasons, it is not just a men’s issue.
Women snore too. Age, weight, and
lifestyle are all factors that can
cause snoring. Women make up a
sizable percentage of the snoring
population. Women who snore are at
higher risk of cardiovascular
problems than men who snore.

#3 SNORING IS
UNTREATABLE
This is our favorite myth to
debunk. When people think of
treating snoring, they say it’s
impossible. Yes, there are those
annoying nose strips and mouth
guards that no one wants to deal
with every night especially while
traveling. But those simply mask
the problem. There is another way.
With the cutting-edge technology
that now exists, there is a non-
invasive alternative. NightLase
uses a laser to tighten the throat
tissue allowing air to pass through
the airway easily and freely. 

#4 YOUTH AREN'T
AT RISK
When is comes to sleep disorders,
most associate them with older
people. However, these issues
don't discriminate. As one ages,
their risk of developing sleep
apnea increases dramatically but
snoring and sleep apnea affects all
ages. It is estimated that 10-20% of
children snore and 20-30% of
snoring kids have sleep apnea. 



WHAT IS NIGHTLASE?

When it comes to treating snoring

and obstructive sleep apnea ,

NightLase is in a league of its own .

This advanced treatment utilizes a

Fotana laser on the oral mucosa

tissue in the back of the throat .

The laser is gentle enough to be

used inside the mouth but strong

enough to make a lasting impact

on the tissue .

 

During the procedure , powerful

laser pulses stimulate the collagen

in the soft tissue in the throat . The

tissue tightens and retracts

making the airway widen which

allows air to pass through easily

and freely . After treatment , the

tissue stays in this retracted state .

 

The typical treatment plan is 3 to 4

sessions over the course of six to

eight weeks for optimal , lasting

results . Each treatment session lasts

between 20 and 30 minutes , 

INVEST IN YOUR REST.
NightLase is the only noninvasive

treatment that addresses the root

cause of snoring and sleep apnea . It

is painless , safe , and highly effective .

One session reduces snoring by 45%

and most see a reduction of 68%

after the second session . Patients of

Nightlase say the difference after

treatment is night and day . 

NIGHT
LASE



During treatment, a small laser is used on the

soft oral tissue in the back of throat guided

by the laser technician. The laser pulses to

produce heat that penetrates the tissue

without causing any discomfort to the

patient. The tissue begins to tighten and

retract with each pulse of the laser. As the

tissue recedes, the windpipe visibly becomes

wider allowing air to flow easily without any

resistance. 

 

The results are noticeable after just the first

treatment session. One session reduces

snoring by 45% and most see a reduction of

68% after the second session. The rate of

reduction is typically over 85% following the

third session and in the high 90% range if a

fourth session is required. One study

recorded the results of NightLase patients for

three years post-procedure and found that

their results had successfully stood the test of

time. 

H O W  I T  W O R K S

&  T H E  S C I E N C E

B E H I N D  I T

In the world of snoring and sleep apnea, there are

two types of solutions. There are those that treat

the cause and those that treat the symptoms. 

 

NightLase and surgery are the options for treating

the root cause. Unlike surgery, NightLase is a

painless, noninvasive alternative with no

downtime or side effects. In most cases, NightLase

is just as effective, if not more, than surgery.  

 

Other solutions  include nose strips, oral devices,

and CPAP machines. These simply mask the

problem and  don't serve as a long-term solution.

Not to mention, they can be annoying to deal with.

 

N I G H T L A S E  V S .

O T H E R  S O L U T I O N S



O U R  S U C C E S S  S T O R Y
At Renew, we have the privilege of helping our patients drastically improve their

quality of life. This was the case when it came to one of our NightLase patients

and his wife. He and his wife had dealt with his snoring for decades. Their

concern escalated when he took a home sleep test and discovered he suffered

from episodes of obstructive sleep apnea. Fortunately, he was a perfect

candidate for NightLase and his wife was amazed by the results after just one

treatment. She was in disbelief that her husband had slept peacefully through

the night for the first time in nearly thirty years. He shared with us that he now

wakes up feeling refreshed and ready for the day. The two even joked that their

children have also noticed the difference. Overall, the results have been simply

life-changing for this couple and their testimonial is not necessarily unique. The

majority of NightLase patients and their partners love their life post-procedure.

 

CLICK HERE TO WATCH THE FULL TESTIMONIAL VIDEO

https://renewstemcellandlaser.com/video-testimonials/#nightlase
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